How sticky should a virus be? The impact of virus binding and release on transmission fitness using influenza as an example
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Budding viruses face a trade-off: virions need to efficiently attach to and enter uninfected cells while newly generated virions need to efficiently detach from infected cells. The right balance between attachment and detachment—the right amount of stickiness—is needed for maximum fitness. Here, we design and analyse a mathematical model to study in detail the impact of attachment and detachment rates on virus fitness. We apply our model to influenza, where stickiness is determined by a balance of the haemagglutinin (HA) and neuraminidase (NA) proteins. We investigate how drugs, the adaptive immune response and vaccines impact influenza stickiness and fitness. Our model suggests that the location in the ‘stickiness landscape’ of the virus determines how well interventions such as drugs or vaccines are expected to work. We discuss why hypothetical NA enhancer drugs might occasionally perform better than the currently available NA inhibitors in reducing virus fitness. We show that an increased antibody or T-cell-mediated immune response leads to maximum fitness at higher stickiness. We further show that antibody-based vaccines targeting mainly HA or NA, which leads to a shift in stickiness, might reduce virus fitness above what can be achieved by the direct immunological action of the vaccine. Overall, our findings provide potentially useful conceptual insights for future vaccine and drug development and can be applied to other budding viruses beyond influenza.

1. Introduction

An important part of the infection cycle of every virus is the transition of virions from the infected cell that generated them to new uninfected cells. For budding viruses, a newly generated virion needs to be able to efficiently detach from the infected cell and attach to a new (uninfected) cell. The detachment step is optimized if the virion does not stick to the target cell membrane while the attachment step is most efficient if the virion sticks strongly to the target cell. This suggests that the virus needs to achieve some optimal level of ‘stickiness’ for maximum fitness. In this paper, we use a mathematical model to explore this stickiness balance between attachment and detachment and how it affects virus fitness. We focus on influenza, though the general findings probably apply to other budding viruses as well.

The interaction of the influenza virus with the host cell membrane is mediated by two key players: the haemagglutinin (HA) and the neuraminidase (NA) proteins. The HA protein is responsible for attachment of the influenza virus to sialic acid receptors on the membrane of the epithelial target cells. The NA protein, which cleaves sialic acid, helps virions detach from cells or from other virions. A number of experimental studies have shown that a balance between the ability of the HA to bind and the NA to cleave is needed to maximize virus production (e.g. [1–10] and the review in [11]).
Further evidence for the importance of a balance between HA and NA comes from NA-inhibitor drugs. These drugs bind to the NA protein and thereby suppress the ability of newly generated virions to detach from infected cells [12,13]. Influenza viruses can counteract the effect of NA inhibitors either by mutating the NA and thereby directly evading the drug, or by mutating the HA such that the binding strength is reduced, therefore reducing the need for a well-functioning NA [14–17]. Similarly, passive immunity in the presence of antibodies targeting the HA was shown to not only lead to the emergence of strains with mutations in HA, but also to additional mutations in NA [18], possibly to restore the stickiness balance. On the population level, relatively rapid evolution of both HA and NA occurs, though the interpretation of these evolutionary patterns is not straightforward [19–21]. While the evidence that a balance between HA and NA affects fitness is strong, experiments are usually only able to investigate a few HA and NA combinations at a time. In addition, HA and NA balance (i.e. stickiness) and virus fitness are rarely quantified in a systematic way that would allow one to draw conclusions towards the ability of the virus to sustain itself in a population, i.e. its transmission fitness.

For systematic and quantitative investigations of complicated processes such as influenza infection dynamics, mathematical and computational modelling approaches have been shown to be valuable tools. Several models have previously been devised to study the overall infection process for influenza infections [22,23]. Similarly, models describing the process of attachment and detachment of virus to cells have also been previously developed [24–30]. Here, we develop and analyse a new mathematical model that combines these two aspects and describes the dynamics of a viral infection taking explicitly into account virus attachment and detachment processes.

Our model allows us to study the impact of varying virus stickiness (i.e. different levels of HA and NA activity that correspond to different attachment and detachment rates) on transmission fitness. We obtain a fitness landscape for virus transmission fitness as a function of attachment and detachment rates. We use this framework to explore the impact of antivirals, vaccines and the immune response on the optimal level of stickiness and fitness of the virus. We find that hypothetical NA enhancer drugs might occasionally perform better than the currently available NA inhibitors in reducing virus fitness; that vaccines targeting HA or NA might reduce fitness not only because of increased immune response strength but also because of shifting virus stickiness; and that both an increased B cell/antibody or T-cell-mediated immune response lead to maximum fitness at higher stickiness. Finally, we show how changes in other virus and host phenotypes affect fitness and the optimal level of stickiness at which fitness is maximized.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Mathematical model of infection dynamics

Our model is shown schematically in figure 1 and table 1 summarizes model parameters and variables. The equations for the model are given in appendix A. A description of the model is as follows.
The quantities being tracked in the model are infectious virus, uninfected and infected cells and a component of the adaptive immune response (either B cells/antibodies or cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs)). Free virions, \( V \), bind to uninfected cells, \( U_0 \), at the mass–action attachment rate \( k_{u1} \). Note that \( k_{u1} \) is not a pure rate but has—in addition to units of inverse time—units of volume in the numerator. This is needed since we model virus and cells as concentrations and need to cancel the volume units in the model. Keeping this in mind, we will nevertheless for simplicity in the following refer to \( k_{u1} \) as attachment rate. The subscript for the uninfected cells, \( U_0 \), identifies the number of virions that are bound to the cell. Attachment is reversible, and detachment can occur at the detachment rate \( k_{d} \) (this is a true rate with units of inverse time). Bound virions can enter cells, internalization is assumed to occur for a single virion at a time [48]. While acknowledging that the virion dynamics within a cell entails multiple steps encompassing internalization, uncoating, transfer to the nucleus, and production and assembly of progeny virions (previously modelled in [49–51]), we do not include these within-cell details in our model. Instead, we choose a value for the internalization rate, \( g_i \), such that it encompasses the whole eclipse phase, namely to include both the process of virus entry into a cell and the transport to the cell nucleus and turning a cell into an infected, virus-producing cell [52]. If a virion enters an uninfected cell, a certain fraction, \( f \), of these uninfected cells will be turned into an infected, virus-producing cell. Infected cells are labelled as \( I_0 \), where \( n \) again indicates the number of virions bound to the surface of the cell. Infected cells produce progeny virions at rate \( p \), which are initially bound to the infected cell membrane. The bound virions can detach from the infected cells at rate \( k_i \) to become free virions. Free virions can go on to attach to uninfected cells, as just described. Additionally, they can (re-)attach to infected cells at rate \( k_{r1} \), and can be internalized by those cells at rate \( g_i \). If a virion is internalized by an already infected cell, it does not alter the state of the infected cell.

We also model an adaptive immune response, which we consider a simplified representation of a B cell/antibody or CD8+ CTL response. We use a simple exponential growth model for the immune response, which corresponds to clonal expansion. The rate \( r \) describes the rate of clonal expansion and is chosen in line with experimental data (table 1). An alternative immune response model that includes activation of the adaptive response by antigen is presented in the electronic supplementary material. The effect of the immune response is modelled as either clearance of free virions at a rate \( w_1 \) (antibody/B-cell response) or killing of infected cells at rate \( w_2 \) (CTL response). By adjusting the rates \( w_1 \) and \( w_2 \), we can simulate antibody/B cell or CTL responses of varying strength. While this is obviously a very simplified way of expressing the complicated dynamics of antibody/B-cell and T-cell activation and effector dynamics, and more detailed models could be used [53], this simple representation of the B-cell and T-cell response suffices for our purpose of studying the impact of either antibody/B cell or CTL responses on fitness and optimal stickiness. The immune response is expressed in arbitrary units and we set its starting value to \( X(0) = 1 \). Note that we model only the immune response dynamics during the expansion phase. This is justified since the peak and subsequent decline of the adaptive response usually occurs several days after virus has been cleared, and in the following we are interested only in the infection dynamics up to the time of virus clearance.

### 2.2. Defining viral fitness
We want to know how virus fitness depends on stickiness, i.e. the balance of binding and release activity of the virus. We therefore need to quantify fitness. We consider a virus to be more fit if it is better able to transmit infection between hosts. For an infection such as influenza, free virions contained in droplets or deposited on fomites are the main route of transmission. It is therefore plausible and consistent with experimental evidence to assume that—all else equal—transmission, and with it fitness, is proportional to the area under the virus titre curve [32,54–60] (but see [61] for a counter-example). This leads to an expression for a measure of fitness given by

\[
F = \log_{10} \left( \int_0^T V(t) \, dt \right).
\]
where $D$ is the duration of the infectious period. We define the infectious period in all our simulations as the time between onset of infection and drop of virus below one virion. The additional rescaling by the logarithm makes presentation easier, and also makes sense from a biological point of view since the probability of causing infection in a new host often scales with the logarithm of the dose [62]. This rescaling does not affect the results and conclusions. In a recent study, we found some evidence that the amount of virus shedding can be described by a Hill function of the logarithm of the virus load [32]. If we use such a relation and multiply total shedding by virus concentration, we arrive at a slightly different expression for fitness [32,63]. Results with such a more complicated expression for fitness, and another expression integrating over the log of the virus load, are mostly similar, though some differences exist. We provide results for such alternative fitness definitions and some additional discussion in the electronic supplementary material.

2.3. Model implementation

The model is implemented in the R programming language [64]. The maximum number of bound virions we track (i.e. the number of compartments for uninfected and infected cells) is capped at some upper value, $N$. Ideally, we would choose $N$ to be the maximum number of virions bound to a cell. However, this quantity is not well known, and probably is in the thousands, which would mean a set of differential equations with several thousand compartments, which would be computationally prohibitive to analyse. We therefore instead choose a value for $N$ (usually more than 100) that was large enough to ensure that this artificial limitation of compartments had no effect on the results. We did so by tracking the number of cells in the last compartments (i.e. $I_{un}$ and $I_{inf}$) and ensured that these values always stayed below 1. The computer code is available from the authors upon request.

3. Results

The main question throughout this paper is how virus fitness (as defined by equation (2.1)) is affected by the ability of the virus to bind to and be released from cells, i.e. how fitness is affected by the attachment and detachment rates, $k_+$ and $k_-$.

For most of the results we present, we assume that attachment and detachment rates are the same for uninfected and infected cells, i.e. $k_+ = k'_+ = k^{un}_+$ and $k_- = k'_- = k^{un}_-$. (We show some results where the attachment and detachment rates are different for uninfected and infected cells below.) We define virus stickiness as the ratio of the attachment to detachment rate, i.e. $S = k_+/k_-$. We perform some direct comparison between our results and existing data (see §3.2). Figure 2 shows fitness as a function of $k_+$ and $k_-$. The dark (blue) regions are low-fitness areas in which the virus is not able to establish an infection, i.e. the initial virus inoculum rapidly disappears without ever increasing (corresponding to $R_0 < 1$ [65,66]). The brighter (red) areas are those in which a strong infection occurs and total virus load is high. High fitness is only achieved in a fairly confined region of $k_+$ and $k_-$ values. Further, for a given value of one of the rates, the other rate has a range of ‘matching’ values for which high fitness is achieved. As $k$ is changed, the dotted black curve indicates the maximum fitness ridge for different combinations of $k_+$ and $k_-$. For the maximum level of fitness at a given value of $k_-$, one finds that virus stickiness, $S$, varies within a relatively small range of two orders of magnitude, as can be seen in the inset figure. This inset shows a slice through the fitness surface along the high-fitness ridge (black dotted curve). For changing $k_-$ values, the plot shows maximum fitness and the level of stickiness that leads to...
maximum fitness. The figure confirms the experimentally known fact that if a virus is too sticky (S is too large), newly created virions cannot leave the cell that produced them or immediately attach to neighbouring uninfected or infected cells. This results in little free virus at any given time, and therefore low fitness (dramatically demonstrated by the NA-inhibitor drugs). Additionally, many virions are ‘lost’ because they enter already infected cells. Similarly, if S is too low, it means that virions are not very good at attaching and entering target cells, which leads to fewer infected cells and therefore reduced virus production, again reducing overall fitness. Fitness is high in a range of S values for which the balance between attachment and detachment is ‘just right’. While the fitness landscape can change depending on the exact values of the parameters chosen for the model, one finds that as long as choices are within biologically reasonable ranges, the overall shape changes little. The electronic supplementary material shows a few fitness landscape figures for different parameter values; the overall shape is retained.

3.2. Comparison of the model with experimental data

A number of, mainly in vitro, studies have looked at influenza virus binding and release properties, and usually report findings such as we find with our model, namely that a balance in virus binding and release properties, and usually report findings such as we find with our model, namely that a balance between attachment and release rates is ‘just right’. While the fitness landscape can change depending on the exact values of the parameters chosen for the model, one finds that as long as choices are within biologically reasonable ranges, the overall shape changes little. The electronic supplementary material shows a few fitness landscape figures for different parameter values; the overall shape is retained.

Several studies have looked at influenza A/PR8/34 attachment and release rates that agree within orders of magnitude. Typically, the reported values for attachment rates and detachment rates are in the range of 2.1–25.9 s−1 and 0.8–259.2 per day. The yellow rectangle in figure 2 indicates this range of values. Overall, comparison with experimental data shows that our model can reproduce results found in experimental studies in at least a semi-quantitative way. Specifically, our model predicts high fitness for the virus in ranges for the attachment and detachment rates that agree within orders of magnitude with reported experimental data for these quantities.

3.3. The effects of anti-influenza drugs on stickiness and fitness

The shape of the fitness surface as a function of k− and k− suggests some interesting implications for the effectiveness of anti-influenza drugs. One prominent class of anti-influenza drugs, the NA inhibitors (zanamivir, oseltamivir, and oseltamivir), binds to the NA protein, thereby preventing its functioning. This prevents virions detaching from infected cells, i.e. it reduces k−. If such a reduction in k− is strong enough, virus fitness can be significantly reduced (solid black arrow in figure 4). If fitness reduction is large enough, virus might not be able to replicate anymore and is unlikely to evolve resistance. However, it seems that while NA inhibitors do reduce virus fitness, there is residual fitness and ongoing virus replication (dashed black arrow). In this case, the virus can evolve resistance. This can be achieved by mutating the NA protein such that the drug does not bind well anymore [70–72]. This leads to an effective restoration of NA function and therefore increase in k−, possibly back to the previous level. Another set of mutants that was found had mutations not in the NA but in the HA. These mutations presumably...
reduced the strength of binding (lower $k_+$), thereby reducing the need for strong NA activity [14,17] and restoring most of the original fitness (dotted black arrow) [73].

Depending on where the virus is located on the stickiness–fitness landscape, the NA inhibitors might not be operating in the optimal direction with regard to stickiness. For a virus located on the right part of the high-fitness region, a large reduction in $k_+$ is needed to lower fitness significantly (solid black arrow). In contrast, a smaller increase in $k_-$ is needed to push the virus towards very low-fitness levels (solid white arrow). This suggests that a hypothetical drug that would increase NA activity and thereby $k_-$, i.e. a ‘NA-enhancer drug’, could have a much more dramatic effect on virus fitness. Alternatively, a hypothetical drug that works as HA inhibitor [74] and reduces $k_+$ could have a similarly strong effect (dashed white arrow) and push the virus off the high-fitness region. Such HA inhibitors are one of the main functions of a successful antibody-based immune response and effective influenza vaccines, which we will discuss in the following sections. Potentially, the best drug would be one that both enhances NA activity and decreases HA activity. This would not allow the virus to restore fitness through mutations in either NA or HA alone, multiple mutations would probably be required for the virus to restore fitness, making drug resistance less probable. Another class of anti-influenza drugs, the M2 inhibitors, do not directly affect $k_-$ or $k_+$. However, they do impact other parameters of our model (namely fraction of infectious virions, $f$), which in turn impacts optimal stickiness. We investigate this further below.

3.4. The effects of an immune response on stickiness and fitness

The two main effector arms of the adaptive immune response, humoral (B cell/antibody, Ab) or cellular (CTLs), play a major role in the clearance of influenza and many other pathogens. They are also the basis of any effective vaccine. In this section, we explore how either one of these immune responses affects virus fitness and the optimal level of stickiness. To do so, we increase either $\omega_1$ (clearance rate of virus by antibodies) or $\omega_2$ (killing rate of infected cells by CTL) in our model and find the optimal level of fitness and the stickiness level, $S$, at which fitness is maximized. Figure 5 shows the expected: namely an increasing immune response leads to a reduction in fitness and a larger fraction of cells or viruses are removed by CTL or Ab.

As for stickiness, it increases with an increase in either Ab or CTL response. The increase in stickiness for the antibody-based immune response can be understood as follows: increased antibody levels lead to a higher clearance rate of free virions, which means it becomes more advantageous for the virus to spend less time outside of cells and more time attached to or inside of cells, hence the increased stickiness. The increase in stickiness in the presence of antibodies has been observed before in experimental studies. Hensley et al. [75] showed that in the presence of a strong immune response, influenza evolved changes in HA that increase virus binding to cell surface receptors (i.e. increase stickiness). A similar phenomenon was observed for some mutations in the pandemic 2009 strain [76] and its impact on the evolution of influenza was studied in [77].

For the CTL response, the increase in stickiness can be explained by the increased killing of infected cells, which in turn means that less virus gets lost being internalized by...
infected cells and relatively more virus attaches to uninfected cells only, turning them into infected cells. This again leads to improved fitness for an increased level of stickiness. As far as we are aware, our prediction that an increased CTL response will also increase stickiness has not been made before.

We also investigated the full fitness landscape as a function of \( k_+ \) and \( k_- \) in the presence of the immune response. The overall result resembles that for the scenario without an immune response, with reduced fitness and a narrowing of high fitness. Figures for fitness landscapes in the presence of medium or strong CTL or Ab immune response are shown in the electronic supplementary material. We also show in the electronic supplementary material the viral load dynamics for the model with an immune response and compare it with data from influenza infections in humans to show that the model can reproduce viral titre kinetics observed in vivo. Finally, we also considered an alternative immune response model that includes activation of the adaptive response by antigen. This model is described in the electronic supplementary material, which leads to very similar results.

### 3.5. The effects of vaccination on stickiness and fitness

Current influenza A vaccines are based mainly on antibody responses targeting the HA and to some lesser extent the NA protein [78,79]. An optimal vaccine leads to sterilizing immunity, i.e. the pre-existing immune memory is so strong that the infection is unable to establish. If this is not the case, vaccines can still often be useful by lowering the impact of the infection, through reduction of virus load, morbidity or mortality. In addition to their direct immunological impact, vaccines that mainly target HA (as most influenza vaccines currently do) or NA will lead to a shift in stickiness. As figure 6 illustrates, such a shift in stickiness could lead to further loss of fitness. This depends on the exact location in fitness space at which the virus is located. Around the bottom of the high-fitness area, where the maximum fitness ridge is located, a reduction in HA strength (i.e. \( k_+ \) in our model) would probably lead to a strong loss of fitness due to unbalanced stickiness, in addition to the fitness loss due to increased immune strength. For NA vaccines (which reduce \( k_- \) in our model), locations on the left part of the high-fitness area will also probably lead to a large reduction in fitness. If instead the virus is located in the high-fitness region towards the right, the reduction in NA strength has a smaller impact on fitness. Lastly, new vaccines that target genes other than HA or NA, such as the M2 or NP proteins, are in development [79–82] and it has been proposed that such vaccines, if they are able to prevent vaccine escape by influenza, might have an important impact on influenza control [83]. Such vaccines would not be expected to affect \( k_+ \) or \( k_- \) and impact virus fitness only through increased immune response strength.

---

**Figure 5.** The impact of B cell/antibody (Ab) or CTL immune responses on fitness and stickiness. Immune response strength is increased by increasing virus clearance, \( w_b \) for the Ab response and increasing infected cell killing, \( w_i \) for the CTL response. (a) Maximum fitness as a function of immune response strength. (b) Stickiness as a function of immune response strength. (c) Total fraction of cells or viruses killed/removed by the immune response during the infection. For every value of immune response strength, \( w_i \) we scanned across the \( k_- \) and \( k_+ \) parameter space to determine the maximum fitness and the level of stickiness at which this maximum fitness is achieved. Parameter values are as described for figure 2.

**Figure 6.** Illustration of the effect of potential vaccines targeting different influenza genes. (a) The fitness landscape in the absence of the immune response, re-plotted from figure 2. Two points with high fitness are marked (white triangle and circle). (b) The fitness landscape in the presence of a non-sterilizing antibody-based vaccine (modelled as \( w_b = 0.1 \)). Overall fitness is reduced, the amount of reduction depending on the original location in the high-fitness region. In addition, a vaccine that targets HA will shift \( k_+ \) to lower values, and a vaccine that mainly targets NA will shift \( k_- \) to lower values. Possible HA or NA vaccines that reduce \( k_+ \) or \( k_- \) 10-fold are marked in the figure for two different initial locations of the virus. This can lead to additional loss of fitness, again depending on the location of the original strain on the fitness landscape. A vaccine that targets other genes, such as NP or M2, is not expected to shift stickiness. (Online version in colour.)
over low-strength antibody-based immune response (parameters not varied are fixed and chosen as described in the main text. Any results are found if we instead use a CTL response (not shown). Any parameters not varied are fixed and chosen as described in the main text. Values of $\alpha < 1$ correspond to early expression of NA by infected cells leading to a reduction in binding to infected cells. For each value of $\alpha$, we scan over $k_+$ and $k_-$, while ensuring that $k_+ = \alpha k_\text{opt}$. The model contains a low-strength antibody-based immune response ($w_1 = 10^{-7}$, $w_2 = 0$). Similar results are found if we instead use a CTL response (not shown). Any parameters not varied are fixed and chosen as described in the main text.

3.6. The effects of neuraminidase expression by infected cells on stickiness and fitness

A recent study provided evidence that once cells are infected, the production and transport of NA to the outside of the infected cell prevents further virions from attaching [84]. This might prevent superinfections of cells, which has been postulated to reduce virus fitness. A similar phenomenon is receptor downregulation observed in some viruses, which has also been suggested as a strategy to avoid superinfection. Early NA expression or receptor downregulation will also impact stickiness. Specifically, stickiness of uninfected and infected cells will be different, with the latter one having a lower stickiness due to the NA proteins expressed (or receptors downregulated) on the outside of the infected cells. To investigate this impact on fitness and stickiness, we consider a situation where the rates of attachment of virus to infected and uninfected cells differ, i.e. $k_+ \neq k_\text{opt}$. More specifically, we write $k_+ = \alpha k_\text{opt}$ and determine the effect of a decrease in $\alpha$ from 1 (early NA expression has no effect on binding to infected cells) to a value close to 0 (early NA expression has a strong effect on binding to infected cells). Figure 7 shows that a lower level of binding strength to infected cells ($k_+$) relative to the strength of binding to uninfected cells leads to higher values of optimal stickiness. This is expected, as virions in such a situation do not get ‘wasted’ by binding to already infected cells, making higher overall stickiness beneficial. However, the reduced loss of virions due to attachment and internalization into already infected cells leads to only a slight increase in fitness.

3.7. The effects of virus infectivity on stickiness and fitness

Apart from the NA inhibitors, another important class of anti-influenza drugs currently exists, namely the M2 inhibitors, amantadine and rimantadine. Those drugs work intracellularly and essentially prevent virions from establishing a productive infection, which corresponds to a lower probability of infection parameter, $f$, in our model. We can investigate whether there are interactions between changes in virus infectiousness and optimal stickiness and fitness. As shown in figure 8, a reduction in infectiousness (a lower $f$) leads to reduced fitness, which is as expected. It also leads to an increase in stickiness. As infectiousness decreases, relatively more virions are needed to bind to and enter cells to sustain a robust infection process. Therefore, the balance shifts to higher stickiness. The model therefore predicts that in the presence of M2 inhibitors, which would lower virion infectiousness, the virus would evolve towards higher levels of stickiness. It might be interesting to see whether this prediction is borne out by, for instance, passaging the virus in the presence of the M2 inhibitors and measuring potential changes in stickiness.

4. Discussion

Every budding enveloped virus needs to solve the problem of both entering and exiting cells efficiently. One way or another, viruses have figured out how to balance binding and release to achieve the right level of stickiness. Here, we studied this issue of optimal stickiness and how it impacted virus transmission fitness, using influenza as an example. In agreement with previous experimental studies, we found that, in general, extremely sticky viruses (strong HA, weak NA) or viruses with very weak binding strength (weak HA, strong NA) have low fitness, and a balance between attachment and detachment, i.e. the right level of stickiness, is required for high fitness. Our model was able to capture experimental findings on a semi-quantitative level. Results from our model lead to specific predictions for anti-influenza drugs. We found that given the non-symmetric shape of the fitness landscape with regard to binding and release rates, in addition to the ‘direct’ potency of a drug—arguably the most important factor—indirect effects that alter stickiness might be worth considering. Specifically, our study suggests that if the real fitness landscape has the shape we find from our model, a hypothetical.
NA-enhancer drug might potentially perform better than an inhibitor. Alternatively, HA inhibitors should do very well as drugs, too. Our results also suggest that a combination of multiple drugs might be worth further investigation, not only to prevent resistance [33] but also to achieve synergistic effects on virus fitness reduction.

Using our model to study the impact of either an antibody/B-cell-based or CTL-based immune response, we found that as immune response strength increases, a shift in the balance between HA and NA towards greater optimal stickiness occurs. This was recently observed experimentally for the case of an antibody-mediated immune response [75]. As far as we know, the suggestion that a CTL-based immune response should lead to a similar increase in stickiness is a novel prediction.

We were able to use our model to discuss the effects of different antibody-based vaccines. Based on our model, we predict that vaccines which mainly target HA are especially potent owing to the double effect of increasing immune response and shifting virus stickiness towards lower fitness, while vaccines that mainly target NA might not always have this added effect of fitness reduction because of stickiness shifting. Vaccines targeting proteins such as M2 and NP, which play no role in stickiness, are expected to affect virus fitness only through direct immune-mediated effects (i.e. higher virus clearance). As far as we know, the idea of indirect effects of vaccines on virus fitness, in addition to direct immune-mediated effects, is another novel prediction.

Finally, we show that reduced stickiness of infected cells owing to early NA expression on infected cells (or equivalently, receptor downregulation), or reduced reduction of virion infectiousness (owing to, for instance, the presence of M2 inhibitor drug) both lead to a shift in optimal stickiness towards higher levels. The impact of changes in other phenotypes is briefly described in the electronic supplementary material.

Another phenomenon worth discussing is temperature-dependent virus fitness. Scull et al. [85] recently showed the temperature dependence of human and avian strains and the reduced ability of the latter to grow at lower temperatures, presumably because avian strains are adapted to higher temperatures of the avian intestinal tract. Figure 2 can be used to conceptualize temperature-dependent fitness as it relates to HA and NA functionality and stickiness. As is true for most biological/chemical reactions, both rates of attachment and detachment decrease with decreasing temperature [29,67]. If the decrease is strong enough, the virus could leave the optimal fitness region, even if stickiness, i.e. the balance between HA and NA, stayed constant (i.e. the virus would be pushed far enough towards the lower left corner in figure 2 to end up in a low-fitness region). Alternatively—and more likely—while both attachment and detachment rates change with temperature, they do not necessarily change by the same amount. This changes stickiness and could potentially also reduce fitness by moving the virus off the high-fitness region. The specific impact of temperature obviously depends on the position in the fitness landscape and temperature also probably influences other factors besides attachment and detachment, for instance, the activity of the viral polymerase, which in our model would affect other parameters, such as the virus production rate. More detailed information would therefore be needed to better judge why strains adapted to a specific temperature perform worse at other temperatures—suboptimal stickiness might be one reason.

While the agreement we found between our model and existing data suggests that our model is able to adequately reproduce the main features of the biological system, our results should be considered qualitative or at best semi-quantitative, given that our model is still relatively simple and might not be able to capture all the complexities of the ‘real-world’ experimental studies. Specifically, it is not clear to what extent the fitness surface from our model reproduces the ‘real’ surface landscape of influenza fitness with regard to attachment and detachment rates.

Although we believe that the predictions made by our study are worth testing with further experimental studies, the caveat is of course that—as always—models are simplified representations of the real system and might not fully capture the biological reality. The explicit inclusion of the virion binding and release processes makes our model more complicated compared with most models that have been used to describe influenza infection [22,86]; however our model is still far from being able to describe all the important processes that occur during an infection. For instance, HA is known not only to be responsible for virus binding, but also for fusion of the virion with the cell [87]. Although most evidence suggests that the regions on the HA protein responsible for receptor binding differ from those that drive fusion, there might be interactions between them, which would impose constraints on the ability of the virus to independently optimize both. Similarly, the NA protein might also have additional roles. For instance, it was suggested that the cleavage of sialic acid by NA on both mucins and target cells allows the virion to better diffuse, reach and successfully infect the next uninfected cell [88,89].

Another study implicated NA in intracellular processes [90]. These other effects could impact the optimal level of stickiness. Our brief analysis of stickiness and its interaction with other phenotypes shown in the electronic supplementary material illustrates some of these complexities.

Two main features that are lacking in our model are stochasticity and explicit spatial structure. Stochastic events are likely to play an important role at the beginning of an infection, and in fact might even occasionally lead to no infection taking off. Therefore, stochastic effects probably impact the edge areas where the virus shifts from fitness too low to establish an infection to fitness levels that can establish an infection but might not always because of stochastic extinction before an infection has been established (this corresponds to fitness levels with \( R_0 \) slightly above one [65,66]). Once attachment and detachment rates are such that a successful infection can occur, numbers of both virions and infected cells rapidly increase to levels at which the deterministic description is a good approximation. Given that our main outcome of virus fitness is measured as the integral over the whole infection, it is likely to be robust with respect to stochasticity—provided an infection has taken off, which we assume to be given for our model.

The role of spatial structure might have a stronger impact on the overall infection dynamics. A few recent studies showed that considering spatial features for within-host infection can impact the results [36,91–95]. How exactly this would affect our system is not immediately obvious. The fitness measurement as defined here, namely area under the virus load curve, does not depend on details such as proximity between uninfected and infected cells [93,96], kinetic features such as speed of infection spread [94] or potentially oscillatory behaviour for persistent infections [92]. We expect that while a
spatial model would probably affect the absolute level of virus fitness, relative changes of fitness with changes in attachment and detachment rates should show a similar pattern as observed for the non-spatial model. In support of this assumption, we are currently in the process of implementing a stochastic, spatially explicit agent-based model and preliminary results suggest that the overall shape of the fitness landscape looks similar. We therefore believe that it is valid to assume that even though details might vary, the overall conceptual and qualitative findings presented here will likely apply relatively independent of model choice and do represent intrinsic features of the biological system.

While we have focused on influenza virus, other enveloped, budding viruses face the same trade-offs between attachment and detachment and therefore need to evolve similar balances between certain proteins mediating those mechanisms to achieve an optimal level of stickiness. Our modelling framework is expected to apply to other enveloped, budding viruses causing acute infections. For viruses causing persistent infections, one would need to include target cell regeneration and a different way of quantifying fitness might also be more suitable [65]. However, the general ideas outlined here will still apply.

To summarize, we have shown that virus fitness strongly depends on the rates of attachment and detachment of virions of target cells, and that a balance between these rates is needed to achieve high fitness. We found that hypothetical NA enhancer drugs might perform better than the currently available NA inhibitors in reducing virus fitness; that vaccines targeting mainly HA perform better than vaccines targeting mainly NA; and that both an increased B cell/antibody or T-cell-mediated immune response leads to maximum fitness at higher stickiness. Several of our results suggest potentially interesting implications for vaccine or drug design. The idea that if the fitness landscape is not symmetric and changes in some direction have more impact compared with changes in other directions can be potentially exploited to design vaccines or drugs with maximum potency. We believe that further studies that combine experimental and theoretical approaches to map out the fitness landscape with respect to the binding and release rates could suggest better ways to design new anti-influenza drugs and vaccines.
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Appendix A. Model equations

The differential equations for the model described in words and graphically in the main text are given by

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{U}_0 &= -k_0^{\text{U}} U_0 V + k_1^{\text{U}} U_1 + (1-f)g_u U_1, \\
\dot{U}_n &= k_1^{\text{U}} U_{n-1} V + (n + 1)(k_2^{\text{U}} + (1-f)g_u) U_{n+1} - (ng_u + nk_3^{\text{U}} + k_2^{\text{U}} V) U_n, \\
\dot{U}_N &= k_1^{\text{U}} U_{N-1} V - N(k_2^{\text{U}} + g_u) U_N, \\
\dot{I}_0 &= f g_u U_1 + (g_1 + k_3^{\text{I}}) I_1 - (k_4^{\text{I}} V + d + p + w_2 X) I_0, \\
\dot{I}_n &= (n + 1)f g_u U_{n+1} + (n + 1)(g_1 + k_3^{\text{I}}) I_{n+1} + (k_4^{\text{I}} V + p) I_{n-1} - (k_4^{\text{I}} V + p + d + n(g_1 + k_3^{\text{I}}) + w_2 X) I_n, \\
\dot{I}_{N-1} &= N f g_u U_N + (k_4^{\text{I}} V + p) I_{N-2} - (d + (N - 1)(g_1 + k_3^{\text{I}}) + w_2 X) I_{N-1}, \\
V &= -k_0^{\text{V}} \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} U_n + k_1^{\text{V}} \sum_{n=0}^{N} n U_n - k_4^{\text{V}} \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} I_n + k_4^{\text{V}} \sum_{n=1}^{N-4} n I_n - c V - w_1 V X, \\
\dot{X} &= r X.
\end{align*}
\]

The index \( n \) runs from \( n = 1, \ldots, N - 2 \) and \( N \) is the maximum number of compartments (virions bound to a cell) allowed in the simulation. Uninfected cells have a maximum of \( N \) virions bound to them; an uninfected cell with \( N \) virions bound can have a virion enter the cell, turning it into an infected cell with \( N - 1 \) bound virions (which explains why there is one less compartment for the infected cells). Ideally, we would choose \( N \) to be the maximum number of virions bound to a cell. However, this quantity is not well known, and probably is in the thousands, which would mean a set of differential equations with several thousand compartments, which would be computationally prohibitive to analyse.

We therefore instead choose a value for \( N \) that is large enough (usually greater than 100) to ensure that this artificial limitation of compartments had no effect on the results. We did so by tracking the number of cells in the last compartments (i.e. \( U_N \) and \( I_{N-1} \)) and ensured that these values always stayed below 1. For definitions and explanations of the model variables and biological parameters, see the main text.
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